Cabbages and Kings

"The time has come," the Walrus said,
"To talk of many things:
Of shoes-and ships-and sealing-waxOf cabbages and kingsAnd why the sea is boiling hotAnd whether pigs have wings."

Lewis Carroll
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SNOWFLAKES

Watching the snowflakes sliding down the slate
I can remember torn pants and coming home late
I remember terror as I went up to bed
To a wet pillow and a dry piece of bread.
Watching the snowflakes sliding down the slate
I feel for all who feel the hand of hate,
Even the girl who in that long ago
Ached for pity, for peace and love
And taught me all I know

T.
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DIRECTIONS NOTED BY A PERAMBULATING POET

two directions then, each
golden in turn,
when the green ranges
cusp from the turning page of sky.
DANGER!
44000 volts
keep clear
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this mountain born for me,
(the last firefly flew unseen
skipped under, over a page,
saw two great men, giants walking
the clouds, one with a fishing rod,
the other carried a basket).
DANGER!
44000 volts
keep clear

all day is the pit of a cinerama pot,
the cottonous clouds hang out their wash.
it is hot and dry on the floor,
oh it is almost silent too.
the birds gather on the fence
to watch the
rainbow.

oh
a single syllable
falls to the
ground a
parachute
on a single stem
three small sun flowers grow.
I kiss them now
the sensation is
not new.
DANGER!
44000 volts

keep clear
golden crocodiles treading slowly
(the giants have not been seen,
but it is believed they are
followed by sun).
Edward Rosenthal
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MIDNIGHT DEADLINE

Birth this morn was quite refined,
A hang-up with a flaw,
A medium for moving mines
In Haiphang or Aqaba.
Tempered smiles betrayed their cause
Of peace and savored pause
While notables and statesmen pause
To chew and masturbate.
The moving pendulum swings and turns aside
The fluctuating myth of time destroyed by the fates,
While the muses sing a dirge to hawks and ravens
Heralding the rebirth of belligerent episodes .
Rebellion prostituted by gamblers and saints,
But we can only observe with mirthful horror.
(written on the eve of the Arab-Israeli conflict)

Randolph Nicholson
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EVERY LOVERS LANE HAS ITS WHITE LADY
Passing the glossy brick school
several lites beyond shades
cream
burned
who was still awake
Up and it was late so
very dark
- nothing to guide a helmsman
- business was closed
- the ceiling closed
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I rode on
a shimmer
beam went on just one
step ahead revealing
patches of moists that
clung the dripping soil
for life
as my vacuum
tried to suck them in.
Red light
but no one in sight
sputtered some
lit up
then to first
away
that road greeted me
her road
intimate
fondled me
playfully pushing from side
to side .

I wound around her
and squeezed my body
around her
curves
and pushed in deeper
faster
squeeling
groaning
breath that chilled me
crisp
leaves clapping for the show
chilled my burning
soul.
I caught sight-sight of a way
deep in side of her
too steep
damp
and no escape.
Last attempt to discourage
me
around to the right
then sharp to the
other.
There she is
gone
like a burst.
Was it her?
or
was I too anxious.
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Now

fingers spread
to the sea of cars
and passions and waves
or to the bridge
of the scene
the bridge of her domain
to the bridge.

I wanted her.
All
I

was still
was still
but the leaves kept on
clapping for more.
Should I leave?
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Four butts
six
eight
burning still
fell to the pavement
and were rolled away.
My eyes drooped
almost out
my windows flickered
open.
She came
with blood.
Between two trees - her subjects
she stood.
Dim mists
features
yet grained sharp
in form
like no thing
ever .

She knew of my presence
my waiting.
She was
and
wanted me.
She gave off no light
was white
as light
she moved
long flowing robe
like tattered
but not
- just snatches of her
approaching she grew bigger
but beautiful
old
looking for
blood
and revenge
on all men.
God

her face
no face
just lite and dark
sharp
She touched me
in and out
but the body was not
- not even near.

She spoke in my mind
"My daughter - you
killed
my love - you
killed
You brought her here
you killed her here"
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"Not me" I said
''she ran
she ran
away
from me''
''Because she feared you
because she loved you
because you didn't
I've waited for you"
''I know''
I said
"Why won't you die?"
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"Because you can't hate
me''
"Why?"
"Because I did love her"
"No"

''Yes''
A tear appeared

from no eye
and fell and splashed
on no thing.
And she turned
vanishing sorrow.
James L. MacPherson

SHE

There She is.
Miss Stereotype High Society Girl.
Green shoes.
Green stockings.
Green skirt.
Green blouse.
Greek face, with the beautiful ''fine-point'' nose, Saucy Brown
eyes, and Sensuous lips.
No ears.
Hidden hearing apparatus tucked under Her Barbie Doll hair.
Always the Golden, friendly Personality, IF She happens to
know you.
And always the dark shadow beneath that wisp of light silvery
blonde Hairpiece.
Hands always working, keeping Her hairdresser's Hair in place.
Slow and Deliberate movements.
And then She leaves.
Pity.
Richard B. Cookinham
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SILENCIO

Silencio fino y penetrante
como lluvia que cae
sobre dichos granizantes
y empapados tales los trae .
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Murmullos de hojas, viento
silencioso cubre la noche,
limpodo tercipelo ciolento
atrae rumores en coche.
Silencio, el corazon palpita
mide lluvia y viento,
despojada pista maldita
entre realidad y sentimiento.
Dichos, agua, hojas muertas,
silencio enloquecedor grandioso,
trata olvidar cosas estas
como heridas doradas y gozo.

Eleonor Concha

NEVER LIGHTS

He stood feeling the surf pound
The base of the cliff on which he stood.
He looked out, rather than down,
And saw phosphorescent patches appear and disappear
In the blackness which was sea or night.
Raising his vision just slightly he saw
A deeper darkness pierced by sharp lights
While the pounding throbbed in his ears and the
wind forced him to brace, leaning over the cliff's edge.
But he could not stop risking for the nearest.
But as he reached out daring to grasp, he knew,
Just as he knew, without looking, the surf was there .
He knew that while the night held one hand
She, sleeping, held the other.
R. H. Herzog
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Untitled
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A velvet rain of falling leaves,
Golden sunshine, grass, and trees,
Hot and dry,
Hoppers dancing high,
Locusts sing.
Joy
At summer's fateful end.
0 beauty,
If only we might catch this gilded happiness
And forever drift
Within the golden air.
A cool breeze so lightly
Reminds us all must end.
0, to end it now,
To let the last be a golden breath.
And to lie among the warm velvet leaves.
0 Maker Cruel,
To show a land
Velvet and gold,
Then with one rush of icy wet
To freeze the flesh,
Have us love forget.
Among the beauty you tempt us to still the dream,
And temptingly
Provide the means.
But now we hear a child's voice calling
In cold shadows
We must hold his hand.
S. Carruba

Secretly far gone

On tiny notebooks filled with cryptic messages
written one mind ago
a message of secrecy
a man gropes in the doorway trying to light up his home
but fails because fortune is frail
and outside near the new darkness, a night bird
sings mournfully low, about his sky
and the last drop of dew
clings uneasily to the stone much as stoneflies to rocks
underneath is a steady stream
flowing outward towards a lake and the sea, near me
is a beach filled with
sandy memories of yesterday
how can i begin when sleepy dreaming carries me
onward to my destiny
this last song, now sung in unison with the rushing waves
up and back, rising, falling
harmonically cutting the shore
in tune with my mind, lately i've seen the dawn come
wetly to my eyes, but that's ending now.

Stephen M. Kelley
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MAID MARIAN
''Love is often the juxtaposition of two solitudes.''
Pope Paul VI
"Only he who knows God knows what love is; it is not the other
way round;''
Dietrich Bonhoeffer
' ' .. in such an ugly time the true protest is beauty' '
phil ochs
In the flickering purplish hours
of a dawnless night-time hideaway,
The fortuneteller of night
spins whispers
of delicate petal-songs
to the doves which land on her harpsichord fingers
And become
promises.
Meanwhile,
The lonely troubador
(surrounded in cosmic wonder)
lies hidden,
Drinking the wine
of her laughing eyes
(wine from the magic vineyards of her heart).
Spectrum-melt tapestry, in a velvet flow ,
spills like a thousand jewels
in a royal crystal rhythm ,
From waterfalls of the mind, onto
life ' s torn canvas.
Emerald castle walls smile peacefully, yet sadly
on the rainbow fountain silently exploding
in colored music.
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(splashes of awakening blossoms on a forever-statue of faith).
Her perfected singleness
(singular perfection),
Now faces the window sill
of her secret;
Where sets a stained glass gas-lit time lamp,
Within which
the solitary seagull of eternal sacrifice
circles and glides desparately
through lonely heated memories.
The leaves of the perfume tree
begin to cry, as the satin
raindrop dance commences;
For they've just learned
of the helpless futility
in seeking the sought for situation.
Faery-stallions of predestination, ghostlike,
Flee amid glowing terraced
Halo-gardens,
And the troubador
(rebel poet of all infinite things),
Now walks the feverish shores of his conscience,
Kicking forgotten pebbles with his long ago shadow.
He turns to watch
the gentle ship of love,
As it sets forth
On its maiden voyage.
I
DROP MY LUTE AND BOW
"maid marian?"
Registrar of Chartreuse

BROTHERHOOD

On Wall Street where the itch for gold
Makes hands as hot as hearts are cold
Their temples rise like soaring stones
Above a heap of human bones
But air-conditioning hides the smell
Of this and others as well.
While nothing good taste might deplore
Pierces a soundproof wall or door
The widow's grief, the orphan's cry,
Sounds that gather where soldiers die,
The old-age pensioner's lament
Are ruled out as irrelevant
Yet even as Eden had its snake
This deafness may be their mistake
They cannot hear the banners swept
Tho' continents where centuries slept
Nor hear, within their hushed retreat,
The march of multi-million feet
Ripple to river, never to sea,
On to ocean, humanity.
A thousand faiths with a common dream
A thousands Tongues with a common theme
A thousand thoughts with a single plan:
Brotherhood
T.
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FOR TOMORROW'S DAWNING

I touched her last as the younger day
sought an answer beneath the sea Unclouded the moon rose love-illumed,
but still, still she slipped from me.
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The dark lingers long in want of dawn,
with which all moons must race,
Until Venus dim in auroral haze
preludes shadows in her place.
As day draws night from where she lies,
I'll join her with the sun;
Witness death desert this echoing tomb forgive the night now done.
Not dusk nor dawn survey the same for nightly clambering of the new plateau:
To abiding lovers paying no heed,
sans rest, sans peace, they darkly go.

Marc St. John

The Visit

Sunlight pours its ignorant warmth,
Burning, blazing, boring the silent earth.
The endless green grass whispers silly noises.
My soul calls to one I loved
(So long ago)
Yearning to hear an answering sound.
The whispers become a roar.
Be still! Be still!
No one listens; No one answers.
My silent screams turn liquid
And drop upon the thick brown earth.
A single pause,
No one is here, the green blades lisp,
Talking to the air and muddy tears,
Will only make us laugh.
Beneath this damp earth is nothing
No one is here.
S. Carruba
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DEATH AND REBIRTH
I stand here in my blissful arrogance,
Erect, inert, and strong.
The wind entangles my multicolor hair
My state of suspended animation is almost upon me
It is a chronological death
Brought on by the dusk of summer
And the dawn of winter.
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I leave behind many occasions
Where I learned what life is like
To be alive, moving
And in a sense, loved.
I would watch the young lovers
Strolling along the shore
When the sun drowned in the sea
And contemplate what love feels like
Now, I will spend the bleakness
Of the coming season alone,
No one to play with.
I remember the children;
Yes, those lovely children
They would wrap their arms around mine
To frolic all the day.
Yes, they were wonderful,
But they are gone
Gone as are the birds
That lived within my soul.
I would wake in the morn
To the little ones chirping
For their mother to bring them food.

Then there was Tom,
Tom the dirty old cat
Who loved to play around me all day,
The children would laugh
At Tom's lively antics
And feed him when he was hungry.
The children loved him
As much as they did me.
And then the flight
After the shy responded
with their usual grace
and the tree bent
In a semi-genuflection
the Bird took wing
And voices cried out
to an unseen god
whose empty ears
No longer held the membranes
they once had, to vibrate.

Stephen M. Kelley
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SLUM

The wind picks
With impatient fingers
At the scabs of posters
A prowling cat
Slinks tentatively
Along the gut of stinking trash
The flouting ash
From sullen chimney throats
Spews dully down
A curtain stirs
Like the uneasy conscience
of the town
Emily Warblefink
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BLAKNEY'S WAY
Blue sky is everlasting
The earth is very old
Slowly the rivers and the seas
Subdue the mountain's hold .
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A liquid skill in lowliness
Erodes the solid pile
While necessary innocence
Confuses cold-eyed guile
Like plastic green of nature
Man is supple while alive
Contrary to unbending death
The pliable survive.
E. H. Kelly

Untitled

Once I loved a face, a hand,
I felt the heart and mind.
The face smiled at me
And I saw love's reflection.
The face that smiled was far away
I did not see it well.
Now I know this beam of light
Was not for me,
But for the hazy crowd
And I within it.
Small, far away,
Indistinguishable,
Hurting.
S. Carruba
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These Trees

Swaying in the breeze
As the night grew cold
Were these mighty trees
Strong and bold
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Then their limbs began to freeze
Then turning to ice
Their swaying begi11ning to cease
Their limbs began to bend , as if in a vise
Then without a sound
They began to break
Falling to the ground
The earth began to shake
No longer complete
But still in the breeze
Their glory in defeat
Are the trunks of these trees

To Helene

Go to him now
and be all the things
I tried too hard to be.
Know that he will smile at you
and kiss your hair.
Cherish and keep him and run
hand in hand by the sea.
Talk to him and ease
his troubled brown eyes.
Love him as I tried to love him
that cold winter so long ago.
Suzanne Crane
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Time messages on fire

Sanskrit written in the sands ,
the men of time
write with fire
On the face of the earth, too late
for tomorrow.

Stephen M. Kelley
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After

After the seagull lies in mud
after the fish lies in sand
after all things end
i go to rest with them all, third rate
my grave, but death doesn't care.

Stephen M. Kelley

CHRIST HANGING FROM A CRUCIFIX

Christ hanging from a crucifix
A Negro from a limb
Who can tell the difference
When the light is dim?
When it's bright, of course, you see
A crucifix is not a tree

T.
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I never saw yesterday coming
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I fell down, broke my mind on stones of memory
cracked my head on dreams,
wished on seashore waves,
grabbed at the clouds, worshipped a dying rock,
rose accurately to my name,
cleansed my body in fantasy, swam the river flooded,
climbed mountains to Paradise,
sang silent songs in sorrow,
protested against a bird's freedom, and never saw
yesterday when it came rushing by.

Stephen M. Kelley

BUTTERFLY

Wouldn't it be utterly lovely to be
a graceful butterfly with beautiful lacelike wings to whisk you about the flowers
and fields. Your appearance would bring
happiness to everyone, wherever you were
to flutter. Children would try their best
to capture you and show you to all their
friends or even take you home to mommy.
Everyone would be delighted by your
presence, unless you were black.

G. Daniels
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YOUTH

36

He stripped himself of all spare weight
And suffered from its lack
Because he bore such precious freight
The future, on his back
T.
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